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ON COBORDISMS BETWEEN KNOTS, BRAID INDEX, AND
THE UPSILON-INVARIANT
PETER FELLER AND DAVID KRCATOVICH
Abstract. We use Ozsva´th, Stipsicz, and Szabo´’s Upsilon-invariant to pro-
vide bounds on cobordisms between knots that ‘contain full-twists’. In partic-
ular, we recover and generalize a classical consequence of the Morton-Franks-
Williams inequality for knots: positive braids that contain a positive full-twist
realize the braid index of their closure. We also establish that quasi-positive
braids that are sufficiently twisted realize the minimal braid index among
all knots that are concordant to their closure. Finally, we provide inductive
formulas for the Upsilon-invariant of torus knots and compare it to the Levine-
Tristram signature profile.
1. Introduction
This article is concerned with the study of knots in the 3-sphere S3—smooth
oriented embeddings of the circle S1 considered up to ambient isotopy. A classical
theorem of Alexander states that every knot arises as the closure of an n-braid for
some positive integer n [Ale23]. Here an n-braid is an element of Artin’s braid
group on n-strands Bn [Art25]. Alexander’s result naturally leads to the definition
of the braid index of a knot K—the minimal positive integer n such that K arises
as the closure of an n-braid. In general, the braid index is difficult to compute even
for simple families of knots.
The main result of this article relates the braid indices of two knots to the
minimal genus of cobordisms between them—their cobordism distance. As a con-
sequence, we reprove and generalize a classical consequence of the Morton-Franks-
Williams inequality [Mor86, FW87] and we find that most torus knots minimize
the braid index among all knots concordant to them; see Theorem 1.3. In fact, to
the authors’ knowledge these constitute the first example of an infinite family of
concordance classes for which the minimal braid index is unbounded. Our results
also yield obstructions to optimal and algebraic cobordisms between knots, which
was the original motivation for our study. Before stating our results, we recall some
notions surrounding knot concordance.
For a knot K in S3, let g4(K) denote the slice genus—the minimal genus of a
properly embedded smooth oriented surface in B4 with boundary K. This gener-
alizes the notion of a slice knot—a knot K with g4(K) = 0—due to Fox. More
generally, the cobordism distance d(K,T ) between two knots K,T is defined by
g4(K]m(T )), where ] denotes the connected sum of knots and m(T ) is the mirror
image of T with reversed orientation. Knots K and T are said to be concordant
if g4(K]m(T )) = 0. While this notion depends on the orientation of the involved
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2 PETER FELLER AND DAVID KRCATOVICH
knots, the invariants dealt with in this paper are preserved under orientation re-
versal, so we will hereafter neglect to mention orientations. The name ‘cobordism
distance’ is justified by the fact that d descends to a metric on the concordance
group
C = {isotopy classes of oriented knots}/K ∼ T iff g4(K]m(T )) = 0.
In particular, for all knots K and T , d satisfies the triangle inequality
(1) |g4(K)− g4(T )| ≤ d(K,T ) = g4(K]m(T )) ≤ g4(K) + g4(T ).
In this text, we use Ozsva´th, Stipsicz, and Szabo´’s Υ-invariant to improve the
triangle inequality (1) by a term depending on the braid indices when the involved
knots are quasi-positive—knotsK for which there exist positive integers n and l such
that K is the braid closure β̂ of an n-braid β given as the product of l conjugates
of the standard generators ai of the braid group on n strands. Quasi-positive knots
are a natural class of knots (they are precisely the knots that arise as transversal
intersections of algebraic curves in C2 with the unit sphere S3 [Rud83, BO01]) that
generalize positive knots, braid positive knots, algebraic knots, and torus knots.
Based on the local Thom conjecture [KM93], Rudolph establishes that the slice
genus of a quasi-positive knot K is given as g4(K) =
l−n+1
2 [Rud93]. Knowing
g4(K) and g4(L) makes bounds for d(K,L) in terms of g4(K) and g4(L) interesting.
Theorem 1.1. Let K and L be quasi-positive knots, denote the braid index of K
by m. If L is the closure of an n-braid of the form (a1a2 · · · an−1)nk+1α, where n
and k are positive integers and α is a quasi-positive braid, then
(2) k(n−m) + g4(K)− g4(L) ≤ d(K,L).
The inequality (2) also holds if L is the closure of an n-braid (∆2)kα, where α is a
positive braid and ∆2 denotes the full-twist (a1a2 · · · an−1)n.
Theorem 1.1 unifies and generalizes two types of consequences. Firstly, Theo-
rem 1.1 obstructs the existence of optimal cobordisms—cobordisms of genus equal
to the difference of the slice genera of the involved knots—between quasi-positive
knots K and L when K has strictly smaller braid index than L, g4(K) ≥ g4(L),
and L is as in Theorem 1.1. Algebraic cobordisms—cobordisms given by the in-
tersection of smooth algebraic curves in C2 with {(x, t) ∈ C2 | a2 ≤ |x|2 + |y|2 ≤
b2} ∼= S3 × [a, b]—are optimal cobordisms by the Thom conjecture [KM93], and
are therefore also obstructed by Theorem 1.1. A special case that is of inter-
est is when K and L are algebraic knots. In this case, Wang [Wan16] indepen-
dently established that no optimal cobordisms exist. Secondly, Theorem 1.1 can
detect the braid index of knots. Indeed, by considering concordant K and L,
i.e. d(K,L) = g4(K)− g4(L) = 0, Theorem 1.1 yields
Corollary 1.2. For all knots L as in Theorem 1.1, all quasi-positive knots K
concordant to L have braid index at least n. 
We also show that sufficiently twisted quasi-positive n-braid closures cannot be
concordant to any knot of smaller braid index:
Theorem 1.3. Let L be the closure of an n-braid β, where β = ∆2ka1 · · · an−1α
for some quasi-positive braid α. If k ≥ n − 1, then any knot concordant to L has
braid index at least n.
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This says in particular that, for coprime positive integers i and p, the (p, p(p −
1) + i)-torus knot Tp,p(p−1)+i is not concordant to any (p− 1)-braid closure.
Corollary 1.2 generalizes and reproves (by setting K to be L) the following result
on the braid index of positive braids by Franks and Williams.1
Corollary 1.4. [FW87, (2.4) Corollary] If a knot L is the closure of an n-braid
β = ∆2α, where α is a positive braid, then the braid index of L is n. 
The original proof of Corollary 1.4 makes use of the Morton-Franks-Williams
inequality [Mor86, FW87], which relates the breadth of the HOMFLY polynomial
with the braid index. The present proof is based on the concordance invariant Υ and
allows to extend Corollary 1.4 (at least partially) to results about the concordance
class such as Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, which, to the authors’ knowledge,
are the first results of this type. It is natural to ask whether the quasi-positivity
assumption on K in Corollary 1.2 can be dropped. In Section 5, we ask whether
a ‘concordance generalized Jones conjecture’ holds; compare Question 5.2. If yes,
this would imply that Corollary 1.2 holds true without any assumption on K, and,
in particular, that each torus knot realizes the minimal braid index among all knots
in its concordance class.
In a different direction, we ask whether Υ provides a lower bound for the braid
index as follows. If b denotes the braid index of K, is ΥK linear on [0,
2
b ]; compare
Question 5.1. A positive answer to this question would also imply that the quasi-
positivity assumption on K in Corollary 1.2 can be dropped. In fact, a positive
answer would imply that in the concordance group, the torus knot Tp,p+1 is linearly
independent from the subgroup generated by all knots which are closures of braids
of braid index less than p. This would allow one to filter the concordance group by
‘concordance braid index’, and perhaps better understand its structure.
We prove Theorem 1.1 by combining three ingredients. Firstly, the calculation of
Υ for the torus knots of the form Tn,kn+1. In fact, we provide an inductive formula
for Υ for all torus knots, which might be of independent interest; see Section 2.
Secondly, we observe that Υ can be used to prove the slice-Bennequin inequality,
a` la Rudolph [Rud93]. The connection to the braid index arises as follows: for
positive integers n, the quantity
∣∣Υt
t
∣∣ for t ≤ 2n can be used to prove the slice-
Bennequin inequality, while for t ∈ ( 2n , 2 − 2n ) this is not the case. As a third
ingredient we use the generalized Jones conjecture as proven by Dynnikov and
Prasolov [DP13] and, independently, by LaFountain and Menasco [LM14]. The
ingredients are combined as follows. We introduce notions that measure how many
full-twists a knot ‘contains’, which turns out to yield a good framework to prove
Theorem 3.3—a generalization of Theorem 1.1. For this the calculation of Υ for
Tn,kn+1 is used and parts of the proof (i.e. the proof of Proposition 3.7) mimic a
proof of the slice-Bennequin inequality. We invoke the generalized Jones conjecture
to show that quasi-positive knots fit well into this setting and that Theorem 3.3
implies Theorem 1.1. All of this, as well as the proof of Theorem 1.3, is done in
Section 3.
In Section 4, we study Υ from a coarser point of view and compare it with
the Levine-Tristram signature profile. Before we make this precise, we mention
the following examples that came out of this study. For a non-negative integer n,
1Strictly speaking this is not a generalization since our setting is restricted to knots, while the
original result holds for all links.
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let Kn be the closure of the positive 3-braid (a
2
1a
2
2)
n(a1a2). For n ≥ 6, ΥKn is
not convex (compare Example 4.5), which shows that Kn is not an L-space knot
(since L-space knots have convex Υ [BH15]), while, for n ≡ 1 mod 3, these Kn
pass all known classical criteria for L-space knots: they are fibred and strongly
quasi-positive (since they are closures of positive 3-braids), and their Alexander
polynomials satisfy the criteria established in [OS03a, HW14, Krc14]. Also, these
examples provided a negative answer to the question whether Υ of positive braid
closures is always convex by Borodzik and Hedden [BH15].
To make our coarse point of view precise, we use homogenized invariants. We
fix a positive integer n. For a real valued link invariant τ and any n-braid β, we set
τ˜(β) = lim
l→∞
τ(β̂l)
l
.
A slight variation also yields a notion of homogenization when τ is a knot invariant,
and it turns out that τ˜ is well-defined for both Υ(t) and σω, where the latter
denotes the Levine-Tristram signature corresponding to a unit complex number ω.
We calculate that for all n-braids β and t ≤ 2n the homogenization 2Υ˜(t)(β) equals
the homogenization ˜σetpii(β) and that for all 3-braids β the homogenization of the
signature σ˜(β) equals 2Υ˜(1)(β). The latter yields |ΥK(1)− σ(K)2 | ≤ 2 for all knots
K which are closures of 3-braids. This is of interest because |ΥK(1) − σ(K)2 | is a
lower bound for the smooth four-dimensional crosscap number [OSS15]. On the
other hand, we provide a family of 3-braids on which |Υ˜(t) − σ˜etpii2 | is arbitrarily
large, for t = 34 .
Acknowledgments: We thank Sebastian Baader, Matt Hedden, Lukas Lewark,
and Aru Ray for helpful discussions. Thanks also to Peter Ozsva´th for pointing us
to Dan Dore’s [Dor15]. We owe special thanks to Maciej Borodzik, who referred
us to [BN16, Proposition 5.2.4], which we need to compute Υ of torus knots in full
generality. Finally, many thanks to the anonymous referee for their detailed and
on point suggestions.
2. Υ for torus knots
In [OSS14], the smooth concordance invariant ΥK is defined from a ‘t-modified
knot Floer homology’. The invariant takes the form of a continuous piecewise linear
function [0, 2]→ R whose derivative has finitely many discontinuities. It is additive
under connected sum, and for each value of t > 0, Υ bounds the slice genus:
(3)
∣∣∣ΥK(t)
t
∣∣∣ ≤ g4(K).
In [OSS14, Theorem 1.15], it is shown how for a torus knot (or any L-space knot,
more generally), Υ can be obtained from the Alexander polynomial. This is carried
out explicitly for the case of the (n, n+ 1)-torus knots.
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Proposition 2.1 ([OSS14, Proposition 6.3]2). Consider the torus knot Tn,n+1. For
any t ∈ [ 2in , 2i+2n ],
ΥTn,n+1(t) = −i(i+ 1)−
1
2
n(n− 1− 2i)t. 
In this section we give an explicit formula for Υ of all positive torus knots,
showing it is always a sum of the functions ΥTn,n+1 , for varying n. Indeed, the
same can be seen to be true for any algebraic knot. Though we will only need
Corollary 2.3 to obstruct the existence of optimal cobordisms, we prove the following
more general statement, which was independently conjectured by Dore [Dor15,
Conjecture 1].
Proposition 2.2. Let a < b be two coprime positive integers. Let qi and ri be the
ith quotient and remainder occurring in the Euclidean algorithm for b and a (so
that r0 = a and ri−1 = qiri + ri+1). Then
ΥTa,b(t) =
∑
i≥0
qi ·ΥTri,ri+1(t).
In other words, ΥTa,b(t) can be calculated inductively by using
ΥTa,b(t) = ΥTa,b−a(t) + ΥTa,a+1(t)
and Proposition 2.1. This looks very similar to the inductive scheme for the cal-
culation of the signature provided by Gordon, Litherland, and Murasugi [GLM81].
In fact, it turns out that the signature (and its generalization the Levine-Tristram
signatures) and Υ are surprisingly close for torus knots; see Corollary 4.3.
Corollary 2.3. For positive integers n and k, we have
ΥTn,nk+1(t) =k ·ΥTn,n+1(t)
=k
(
−(i+ 1)i− 1
2
n(n− 1− 2i)t
)
for t ∈
[
2i
n
,
2i+ 2
n
]
. 
Corollary 2.3 can also be obtained by directly working with the combinatorial
description given in [OSS14, Theorem 1.15] as done by Dore [Dor15, Theorem 4].
In particular, Corollary 2.3 yields
Observation 2.4. For a torus knot T = Tn,nk+1 with n and k positive integers,
one has
ΥT (t) = −tτ(T ) = −tg4(T ) for t ≤ 2
n
and
ΥT (t) ≥ −tg4(T ) + k(nt− 2) > −tg4(T ) for 2
n
< t ≤ 1.
Here, τ denotes the Ozsva´th–Szabo´ concordance invariant, whose value for pos-
itive torus knots equals the slice genus [OS03b].
The rest of this section is concerned with the proof of Proposition 2.2. Only
Corollary 2.3 and Observation 2.4 are used in the rest of the text.
The proof of Proposition 2.2 relies on two key ideas: that Υ for an algebraic
knot can be computed from a semigroup counting function, and that this counting
function behaves well under blowups of singularities.
2While the application of [OSS14, Theorem 1.15] yields the result stated here, the preprint
available as of this writing contains a small typo in Proposition 6.3 (the index i is shifted by 1),
which accounts for the discrepancy between the result quoted here and that written in [OSS14].
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An algebraic knot K can be realized as the link of a singularity of an algebraic
curve in C2. Associated to the singularity is a semigroup of non-negative integers
(see [Wal04] for a detailed exposition) which we will denote SK . Define the counting
function of SK as
HK(i) = #{s ∈ SK |s < i}.
Computing Υ from the Alexander polynomial can be rephrased as computing it
from the semigroup counting function.
Proposition 2.5 ( [BL16, Proposition 3.4], cf. [OSS14, Theorem 1.15]). Let K be
an algebraic knot whose corresponding semigroup has counting function HK , and
let g be the genus of K. For any t ∈ [0, 1],
ΥK(t) = −2 min
i∈{0,1,...,2g}
{
HK(i) +
t
2
(g − i)
}
= −2 min
i∈Z
{
HK(i) +
t
2
(g − i)
}
. 
Note that ΥK(2 − t) = ΥK(t) for all t ∈ [0, 2] [OSS14, Proposition 1.2], so ΥK
is determined by its values on [0, 1]. Next we note the effect that blowing up a
singularity has on the corresponding semigroup. We thank Maciej Borodzik for
pointing us to this result.
Proposition 2.6 ([BN16, Proposition 5.2.4]). Suppose K2 is the link of a plane
curve singularity with multiplicity m, and K1 is the link of the singularity blownup
once. Then
HK2(i) = min
j∈Z
{
HK1(i− j) +HTm,m+1(j)
}
. 
Finally, we note that this relation of semigroups corresponds to additivity of
the Υ invariant. The following is implicit in the work of Borodzik and Livingston
[BL16]. They stated their results in terms of ‘J-functions’ of connected sums of
algebraic knots, but Proposition 2.5 gives a corresponding statement in terms of Υ.
Lemma 2.7 (Borodzik–Livingston). If K1,K2 and K3 are algebraic knots whose
corresponding semigroups have counting functions related as
(4) HK3(i) = min
j∈Z
{HK1(i− j) +HK2(j)},
then
ΥK3(t) = ΥK1(t) + ΥK2(t).
Proof. First note that if the counting functions satisfy (4), then
(5) g(K3) = g(K2) + g(K1).
This is due to two facts. First, for large N (specifically, N ≥ 2g(K)), we have
HK(N) = N − g(K). Second, it is clear from the counting function definition that
HK(N − i) ≥ HK(N)− i for any i. Choosing N to be larger than twice the genus
of any of the three knots, we see
HK3(2N) = min
j∈Z
{HK1(2N − j) +HK2(j)}
=HK1(N) +HK2(N)
=N − g(K1) +N − g(K2).
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On the other hand, HK3(2N) = 2N − g3(K), so (5) follows.
Now we have
ΥK3(t) =− 2 min
i∈Z
{
HK3(i) +
t
2
(g(K3)− i)
}
=− 2 min
i∈Z
{
min
j∈Z
{HK1(i− j) +HK2(j)}+
t
2
(g(K1) + g(K2)− i)
}
=− 2 min
i,j∈Z
{
HK1(i− j) +
t
2
(g(K1) + j − i) +HK2(j) +
t
2
(g(K2)− j)
}
=− 2 min
`,j∈Z
{
HK1(`) +
t
2
(g(K1)− `) +HK2(j) +
t
2
(g(K2)− j)
}
=− 2 min
`∈Z
{
HK1(`) +
t
2
(g(K1)− `)
}
− 2 min
j∈Z
{
HK2(j) +
t
2
(g(K2)− j)
}
=ΥK1(t) + ΥK2(t)

Proof of Proposition 2.2. If a = 1, then Ta,b is the unknot, which has Υ ≡ 0, and
the statement is clearly true. Now assume that it holds for all torus knots Tn,b for
all n ≤ a− 1, and consider Ta,b, with a < b coprime.
The torus knot Ta,b is the link of the singularity of the curve
xa − yb = 0.
Since a < b, this singularity has multiplicity a. Write b = qa + r with 0 < r < a,
and the singularity can be blownup q times to obtain the singularity
xa − yb−qa = 0,
whose link is Ta,b−qa. By applying Proposition 2.6 to the first blowup, we have
HTa,b(i) = min
j∈Z
{
HTa,b−a(i− j) +HTa,a+1(j)
}
,
and therefore by Lemma 2.7,
ΥTa,b(t) = ΥTa,b−a(t) + ΥTa,a+1(t).
Repeating this for each of the q blowups, we get
ΥTa,b(t) = ΥTa,b−qa(t) + q ·ΥTa,a+1(t).
Now Ta,b−qa = Ta,r is isotopic to Tr,a, and the result follows by the inductive
assumption.

Example 2.8. Consider the torus knot T8,11. The Euclidean algorithm gives
11 =1 · 8 + 3,
8 =2 · 3 + 2,
3 =1 · 2 + 1,
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and reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 gives
ΥT8,11(t) =ΥT8,9(t) + ΥT8,3(t)
=ΥT8,9(t) + ΥT3,8(t)
=ΥT8,9(t) + ΥT3,4(t) + ΥT3,5(t)
=ΥT8,9(t) + ΥT3,4(t) + ΥT3,4(t) + ΥT3,2(t)
=ΥT8,9(t) + 2 ·ΥT3,4(t) + ΥT2,3(t).
As a consequence of calculating ΥTp,q , one finds for example the following.
Observation 2.9. For a torus knot T = Tp,q, with p < q, one has
ΥT (t) = −tτ(T ) = −tg4(T ) for t ≤ 2
p
and
ΥT (t) ≥ −tg4(T ) +
⌊
q
p
⌋
(pt− 2) > −tg4(T ) for 2
p
< t ≤ 1.
However, it is the point of this paper that this follows from Observation 2.4
without actually having calculated Υ (and for a much larger class of knots including
the knots L in Theorem 1.1); compare Proposition 3.7.
We note that Wang [Wan16] independently calculated that
ΥT (t) = −tτ(T ) = −tg4(T ) for t ≤ 2
p
and
ΥT (t) > −tg4(T ) for 2
p
< t ≤ 1,
for torus knots and more generally algebraic knots of multiplicity (which equals the
braid index) p.
3. Υ for quasi positive knots and proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3
In this Section, we use the calculation of Υ for torus knots provided in Section 2
to obstruct the existence of cobordisms between knots that ‘contain’ full-twists and
knots that are ‘contained in’ full-twists.
3.1. Knots with optimal cobordisms to torus knots. We first make ‘contain-
ing a full-twist’ precise.
Definition 3.1. For a knot K we denote by nK the largest positive integer such
that d(K,TnK ,nK+1) = g4(K)− g4(TnK ,nK+1). Furthermore, we denote by kK the
largest positive integer such that d(K,TnK ,kKnK+1) = g4(K)− g4(TnK ,kKnK+1). If
nK = 1, we define kK to be 0.
The notion of nK and kK is motivated by the study of knots that are closures
of n stranded braids β such that β = (∆2)kα, where α is a positive n strand braid
and k is a positive integer. In other words, nK is meant to capture a notion of
‘maximal positive full-twist contained in K’ up to concordance. Note that T1,k is
the unknot for any k, so some additional convention is necessary to define kK when
nK = 1; the particular choice of convention will have no bearing on what follows.
In the opposite direction, we try to capture the notion of ‘the smallest number m
such that a knot K is contained in a torus knot of braid index m’.
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Definition 3.2. For a knot K we denote by mK the smallest positive integer such
that there exists a positive integer k such that d(K,TmK ,kmK+1) = g4(TmK ,kmK+1)−
g4(K). If no such positive integer exists we set mK =∞.
The following Theorem can be seen as an improvement on the triangle inequality
given in (1).
Theorem 3.3. For all knots K and L, we have that
kL(nL −mK) + g4(K)− g4(L) ≤ d(K,L).
Before we provide a proof, we note that Theorem 3.3 implies Theorem 1.1 by
the following two lemmata.
For quasi-positive knots and (more generally) knots for which the slice-Bennequin
inequality is sharp, mK is bounded by the braid index:
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a knot that arises as the closure of an n-braid β for which
the slice-Bennequin inequality is an equality; i.e.
(6) g4(L) =
`(β)− n+ 1
2
.
Then the braid index of L is larger than or equal to mL.
Here the algebraic length or writhe l(β) of an n-braid β is given by the exponent
homomorphism l defined from the braid group on n strands to Z by mapping the
positive generators ai to 1.
Lemma 3.5. If a knot K is the closure of an n-braid β of the form (a1 · · · an−1)nk+1α,
for positive integers n and k and a quasi-positive n-braid α, then
nK = mK = n and kK ≥ k.
The same is true if β = (∆2)kα for some positive braid α.
To prove Lemma 3.4 we invoke the generalized Jones conjecture [DP13, LM14],
which states that if a knot K with braid index b arises as the closure of an n-braid
β and a b-braid β′, then
(7) |`(β)− `(β′)| ≤ n− b.
In fact, we use the following consequence of the generalized Jones conjecture.
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a knot and denote its braid index by b. If K arises as the
closure of an n-braid β for which the slice-Bennequin inequality is an equality, i.e.
g4(K) =
`(β)− n+ 1
2
,
then the same is true for all b-braids β′ with closure K; i.e.
g4(K) =
`(β′)− b+ 1
2
.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. We calculate
g4(K) =
`(β)− n+ 1
2
≤ `(β
′)− b+ 1
2
≤ g4(K),
where the first inequality invokes the generalized Jones conjecture (7) and the
second inequality is the slice-Bennequin inequality [Rud93] for the braid β′. 
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In the arguments that follow, we will use cobordisms between knots constructed
using an even number of band moves or saddle moves—a cobordism given by one
saddle guided by an embedded arc in S3 starting and ending on the knot (or link)
in question. Figure 1 provides a diagrammatic description of a saddle move. In
↔ ↔
Figure 1. Diagrammatic representations of a saddle move (left)
and a smoothing of a crossing (right). For the smoothing of a
crossing we indicate (blue) of how to view it as a saddle move.
fact, most of our cobordisms will arise from saddle moves that are most easily seen
as smoothings of crossings in a diagram for the knot in question; compare Figure 1.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let b be the braid index of L and let β′ be a b-braid with
closure L. Let α be a positive b-braid such that β′α has closure Tb,kb+1 for some
positive integer k. In particular, there exists a cobordism C between L and Tb,kb+1
of genus
(8)
`(α)
2
= g4(Tb,kb+1)− `(β
′)− b+ 1
2
.
Indeed, the braid β′ can be obtained from β′α by deleting `(α) generators ai; and
so, since deleting a generator can be realized in a braid diagram by smoothing a
crossing, C can be taken to be the cobordism given by smoothing the `(α) crossings
corresponding to the generators of α. Since L arises as the closure of a braid for
which the slice–Bennequin inequality is an equality, Lemma 3.6 implies that
g4(L) =
`(β′)− b+ 1
2
.
Hence by (8), the genus of C is g4(Tb,kb+1) − g4(L). Since d(Tb,kb+1, L) ≤ g(C),
and the triangle inequality (1) says that
d(Tb,kb+1, L) ≥ g4(Tb,kb+1)− g4(L),
it follows that
d(Tb,kb+1, L) = g(C) = g4(Tb,kb+1)− g4(L),
and so b ≥ mL. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We prove nK = mK = n by establishing n ≥ mK , mK ≥ nK ,
and nK ≥ n. First, we observe that Lemma 3.4 implies n ≥ mK . Next, we show
mK ≥ nK . Indeed, Theorem 3.3 (where L is chosen to be K) yields
kK(nK −mK) ≤ d(K,K) = 0,
and, therefore, mK ≥ nK (since kK is a positive integer). Finally, we show nK ≥ n.
If β = (a1 · · · an−1)nk+1α for some quasi-positive braid α, then α can be written as
a product of `(α) conjugates of generators ai by the definition of quasi-positivity.
Smoothing all these ai in the α part of (a1 · · · an−1)nk+1α yields a cobordism C
between K and Tn,nk+1 of genus
`(α)
2
=
(n− 1)nk + `(α)
2
− (n− 1)nk
2
= g4(K)− g4(Tn,nk+1).
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If β = (∆2)kα for some positive braid α, then smoothing all but one ai in the α
part of (∆2)kα for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 yields a cobordism between K and Tn,nk+1 of
genus
`(α)− (n− 1)
2
= g4(K)− g4(Tn,nk+1).
Therefore,
(9) d(K,Tn,nk+1) = g4(K)− g4(Tn,nk+1).
In particular,
d(K,Tn,n+1) ≤ d(K,Tn,nk+1) + d(Tn,nk+1, Tn,n+1)
= g4(K)− g4(Tn,nk+1) + g4(Tn,nk+1)− g4(Tn,n+1)
= g4(K)− g4(Tn,n+1) ≤ d(K,Tn,n+1),
and so nK ≥ n.
We conclude the proof by noting that kK ≥ k follows from (9), n = nK , and the
definition of kK . 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3. We use the calculation of Υ for torus knots (in fact
only Observation 2.4) to deduce the following.
Proposition 3.7. For all knots K, we have
ΥK(t) = −tg4(K) = −tτ(K) for t ≤ 2
mK
and
(10) ΥK(t) ≥ −tg4(K) + kK(nKt− 2) > −tg4(K) for 2
nK
< t ≤ 1.
Note that it is not true in general that Υ detects the slice genus, nor that
g4(K) = τ(K). Part of the claim of Propostion 3.7 is that these are both true for
all K for which mK <∞.
In particular, if K is a the closure of a quasi-positive m-braid, then ΥK(t) =
−tτ(K) = −tg4(K) for t ≤ 2m . As a consequence (compare [Rud93, Lemma 4]), for
t ≤ 2m , −Υ(t)t satisfies the slice-Bennequin inequality
(11) −
Υβ̂(t)
t
≥ `(β)−m+ 1
2
for all m-braids β;
while, for 2m < t ≤ 1, −Υ(t)t fails to satisfy such an inequality. The fact that
whether or not Υ(t) (for a fixed t) satisfies a slice-Bennequin inequality depends on
the number of strands should not be seen as a draw back but as a feature! Indeed,
we use this to prove Theorems 1.1 and 3.3.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. For the proof of the first part we fix t ∈ (0, 2mK ]. The
quantity Υ(·)t is a concordance invariant, additive on connected sums, and its abso-
lute value is a lower bound for the slice genus [OSS14]. Therefore, one has
ΥK(t)≥− tg4(K) and td(K,TmK ,kmK+1) ≥ ΥK(t)−ΥTmK,kmK+1(t).
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Let k be a positive integer such that d(K,TmK ,kmK+1) = g4(TmK ,kmK+1) −
g4(K), which exists by the definition of mk. We calculate
ΥK(t) ≥ −tg4(K) = −tg4(K) + tg4(TmK ,kmK+1)− tg4(TmK ,kmK+1)
= td(K,TmK ,kmK+1)− tg4(TmK ,kmK+1)
= td(K,TmK ,kmK+1) + ΥTmK,kmK+1(t)
≥ ΥK(t)−ΥTmK,kmK+1(t) + ΥTmK,kmK+1(t) = ΥK(t),
where the third equality uses the first part of Observation 2.4. Thus, we have
ΥK(t) = −tg4(K).
For the proof of the second part we fix t ∈ ( 2nK , 1]. By the definition of nK and
kK , there exists a cobordism C between K and the torus knot T = TnK ,kKnK+1 of
genus
g(C) = d(K,T ) = g4(T]m(K)) = g4(K)− g4(T ).
Combining the second part of Observation 2.4 with the fact that |Υt | is a lower
bound for the slice genus, we find
ΥK(t) + tg4(T )− kK(tnK − 2) ≥ ΥK(t)−ΥT (t) = −ΥT]m(K)(t)
≥ −tg4(T]m(K)) = −tg4(K) + tg4(T ),
which in turn yields
ΥK(t) ≥ −tg4(K) + kK(nKt− 2) > −tg4(K).

With Proposition 3.7, the proof of Theorem 3.3 is immediate.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We only consider the case where mK < nL, since otherwise
the statement of Theorem 3.3 is contained in the triangle inequality (1). Using that
|Υ(t)t | is a bound for the slice genus, we have
d(K,L) = g4(L]m(K)) ≥ mK
2
ΥL]m(K)(
2
mK
) =
mK
2
ΥL(
2
mK
)− mK
2
ΥK(
2
mK
).
Proposition 3.7 yields
mK
2
ΥL(
2
mK
)−mK
2
ΥK(
2
mK
) ≥ −mK
2
(
2
mK
g4(L)−kL(nL 2
mK
−2))+mK
2
2
mK
g4(K),
and, therefore,
d(K,L) ≥ −g4(L) + kL(nL −mK) + g4(K).

3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 provided below can be
immediately adapted to yield
Proposition 3.8. Let L be a knot. If kL ≥ nL − 1, then all knots K that are
concordant to L have braid index at least nL. 
First note that Equation (10), to which we will refer in the proof below, only
gives a nontrivial restriction if nL > 2, since Υ is only defined on [0, 2]. The cases
nL = 1, 2 require separate attention. If nL = 1, the statement of the Theorem is
vacuous. If nL = 2, then g4(L) ≥ g4(T2,2k+1) = k > 0. Hence L is not slice, so not
concordant to any 1-braid.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Having dispensed with the cases n = 1, 2, we turn to the
general case where n > 2. Assume towards a contradiction that there is an (n− 1)-
braid γ whose closure γ̂ is concordant to L. By applying the slice-Bennequin
inequality (11) to γ, we have
(12) − Υγ̂(t)
t
≥ `(γ)− ((n− 1)− 1)
2
for t ≤ 2n−1 .
Applying the slice-Bennequin inequality for τ established by Livingston [Liv04,
Corollary 11], i.e.
τ(β̂) ≥ `(β)− (n− 1− 1)
2
for all (n− 1)-braids,
to mγ—the mirror image of γ—yields
τ(m̂γ) ≥ `(mγ)− ((n− 1)− 1)
2
.
Using τ(γ̂) = −τ(m̂γ) and `(mγ) = −`(γ) this yields
τ(γ̂) ≤ `(γ) + (n− 2)
2
.
Combined with (12), this gives
−Υγ̂(t)
t
≥ τ(γ̂)− (n− 2),
for t ≤ 2n−1 . In particular, at t = 2n−1 , we get
(13) −Υγ̂
(
2
n− 1
)
≥ 2
n− 1τ(γ̂)− 2
n− 2
n− 1 .
On the other hand, for L, Proposition 3.7 tells us that
(14) −ΥL
(
2
n− 1
)
≤ 2
n− 1τ(L)− nk
(
2
n− 1 −
2
n
)
,
since 2n−1 >
2
n . Since τ and Υ are concordance invariants, combining (13) and (14)
gives
2
n− 2
n− 1 ≥
2k
n− 1 ,
contradicting the fact that β has k > n− 2 twists. 
4. Homogenization and comparison between Υt and the
Levine-Tristram signature σω.
Given a link invariant τ one can define a braid invariant (also denoted by τ) by
setting
τ(β) = τ
(
β̂
)
,
where β̂ denotes the (standard) closure of a braid β.
Fix a positive integer n and study the braid group Bn on n-strands. Assume τ
takes values in R and that τ : Bn → R is a quasi-morphism; that is, there exists a
positive real d, called the defect, such that
|τ(αβ)− τ(α)− τ(β)| ≤ d
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for all α, β in Bn. Then the homogenized invariant
τ˜ : Bn → R, β 7→ lim
k→∞
τ(βk)
k
is well-defined. For example, Gambaudo and Ghys [GG05] studied the homoge-
nization σ˜ω of the Levine-Tristram signatures σω, introduced by Levine and Tris-
tram [Lev69, Tri69] for unit complex numbers ω as a generalization of Trotter’s
classical signature σ = σ−1 [Tro62].
In this section, we compare the homogenizations of Υ(t) and σepiit . We show that
for the standard braids representing torus links one has that the homogenization of
Υ(t) equals
σ˜epiit
2 and that for 3-braids the homogenization of Υ(1) equals
σ˜epii
2 =
σ˜
2
The latter leads to examples of positive 3-braids that have non-convex Υ.
4.1. Definition and general properties of homogenizations. We start with
defining the homogenization Υ and recalling some elementary properties. Since Υ
is a knot invariant not defined on links, some extra care is in order when defining
its homogenization. We set the homogenization of Υ to be
(15) Υ˜(t)(β) = lim
k→∞
Υ ̂βk(n!)a1a2···an−2an−1(t)
(n!)k
.
Morally, this is the homogenization
lim
k→∞
Υ
β̂k
(t)
k
;
however, because the link β̂k might have more than one component and Υ(t) is
only defined for knots, the former definition is the sensible one. Indeed, by taking
powers that are multiples of n! we guarantee that βk(n!) is a pure braid and, thus,
the closure of βk(n!)a1a2 · · · an−2an−1 is a knot. Below, when we write limk→∞, we
will always mean that the limit is taken over k that are a multiples of n!. This is
further justified by the third item in the next remark.
Remark 4.1. The homogenization of Υ behaves well, by general principles that
hold for homogenizations coming from knot invariants with the property that their
absolute value is a lower bound for slice genus; compare with Brandenbursky’s
work [Bra11]. In particular, we have the following.
• The homogenization Υ˜(t) is well-defined; i.e. the limit exists.
• The choice of the braid (a1a2 · · · an−2an−1) is not relevant; i.e. any other
braid that closes to a knot yields the same homogenization.
• Rather than letting the limit run over multiples of n!, we could take the
limit over any other sequence of integers (bk)k∈N going to ∞ for which the
closures of the βbk are pure braids.
• If β̂ is a knot, then Υ˜(t)(β)−Υβ̂(t) ≤ tn−12 .
• The homogenization Υ˜(t) : Bn → R is a quasi-morphism with defect d =
t(n− 1).
4.2. The homogenization of Υ for small t and standard torus braids. In
this subsection, we determine Υ˜(t) : Bn → R for t ≤ 2n and we calculate Υ˜(t) on the
standard torus braids (a1a2 · · · an−1)m ∈ Bn. These are immediate consequences
of our Υ calculations above.
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As a corollary of Proposition 3.7 we have:
Corollary 4.2. Let β be an n-braid of algebraic length `(β). One has Υ˜(t)(β) =
−t `(β)2 for t ≤ 2n . In other words, Υ˜(t)(β) =
σ˜epiit (β)
2 for t ≤ 2n .
Proof. We first consider the case where β is a positive (or quasi-positive) braid.
Thus, by Lemma 3.4, we have n ≥ m ̂βka1···an−1 for all positive integers k such that
the closure of βka1 · · · an−1 is a knot. For all t ≤ 2n , we therefore find
Υ˜(t)(β) = lim
k→∞
Υ ̂βka1···an−1(t)
k
= lim
k→∞
−tg4
(
̂βka1 · · · an−1
)
k
= lim
k→∞
−tl(βk)
2k
=
−tl(β)
2
,
where Proposition 3.7 is used in the second equality.
Otherwise, write β = α(∆2)−l, where l is a positive integer, α is a positive n-
braid, and ∆2 denotes the positive full-twist on n-strands. Since ∆2 commutes with
every other n-braid, we have βk = αk(∆2)−kl for any positive integer k and so
(16)
∣∣∣Υ˜(t)(βk)− Υ˜(t)(αk)− Υ˜(t)((∆2)−kl)∣∣∣ Remark 4.1≤ t(n− 1) for all k ∈ Z.
Using (16) and the above calculation for positive braids, we find
Υ˜(t)(β) = lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)(βk)
k
(16)
= lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)(αk) + Υ˜(t)((∆2)−kl)
k
= lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)(αk)− Υ˜(t)((∆2)kl)
k
= lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)(αk)
k
− lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)((∆2)kl)
k
= Υ˜(t)(α)− Υ˜(t)((∆2)l)
=
−tl(α)
2
− −tl((∆
2)l)
2
= − tl(α(∆
2)−l)
2
= − tl(β)
2
.
The equality Υ˜(t)(β) =
σ˜epiit (β)
2 follows, since σ˜epiit(β) = −t`(β) for t ≤ 2n , as
mentioned in [GG05]. 
In case of the standard torus link braids, more can be said. As a consequence of
Corollary 2.3 and the formula
(17)
σ˜epiit((a1a2 · · · an−1)m) = 2mn
(
−(i+ 1)i− 1
2
n(n− 1− 2i)t
)
for t ∈ [ 2i
n
,
2i+ 2
n
],
given in [GG05, Proposition 5.2], one finds:
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Corollary 4.3. For all t ∈ [0, 2], integers m, and positive integers n, one has
Υ˜(t) =
σ˜epiit
2 on the n-braid (a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m.
Proof. For all integers k, we write
((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m)k = (a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)nbmkn c(a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)mk−nbmkn c.
By Remark 4.1 and the fact that mk − nbmkn c ≤ n, this yields
(18)
∣∣∣Υ˜(t)(((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m)k)− Υ˜(t)((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)nbmkn c)∣∣∣≤C(n),
where C(n) is a constant only depending on n. We calculate
Υ˜(t)((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m) = lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)(((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m)k)
k
= lim
k→∞
Υ˜(t)((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)nbmkn c)
k
= lim
k→∞
limk′→∞
ΥT
n,k′nbmk
n
c+1
(t)
k′
k
= lim
k→∞
limk′→∞
k′bmkn cΥTn,n+1 (t)
k′
k
= lim
k→∞
bmkn cΥTn,n+1(t)
k
=
m
n
ΥTn,n+1(t)
=
m
n
(
−(i+ 1)i− 1
2
n(n− 1− 2i)t
)
=
σ˜epiit((a1a2 · · · an−2an−1)m)
2
,
where (18), Proposition 2.2, Proposition 2.1, and (17) are used in the second, fourth,
second to last, and last equality, respectively. 
4.3. Comparison between Υ(1) and σ2 . The study of the difference of υ = Υ(1)
and σ2 =
σ−1
2 is of particular interest, since this difference provides a lower bound
for the smooth four-dimensional crosscap number [OSS15, Theorem 1.2].
Proposition 4.4. We have that υ˜ = σ˜2 for all 3-braids. In particular,∣∣∣∣ΥK(1)− σ(K)2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2
for all knots K that arise as closures of 3-braids.
The second part of Proposition 4.4 follows from the first part and Remark 4.1. It
is worth noting that for t 6= 1, the analog of Proposition 4.4 is false; see Example 4.6
below. Proposition 4.4 leads to examples of knots that arise as closures of positive 3-
braids for which Υ is non-convex. This answers a question of Borodzik and Hedden
in the negative [BH15, Question 1.5]. We provide these examples in detail before
proving Proposition 4.4.
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In Example 4.5 and the proof of Proposition 4.4, we will need the values of Υ of
torus knots of braid index at most 3. Recall, that for torus knots of braid index 2,
one has Υ(t) = −τ(t) for all t ≤ 1 (for example by Proposition 2.1 or by the fact
that Υ is linear on [0, 1] for alternating knots [OSS14, Theorem 1.14]). For torus
knots of braid index 3, Υ is given as follows. For all positive integers n, we have
(19)
υ(T3,3n+1) = υ(T3,3n+2) + 1 = −2n and υ(T3,−3n−1) = υ(T3,−3n−2)− 1 = 2n.
Equation (19) can be calculated using [OSS14, Theorem 15]. See for example [Fel15a,
Proposition 28] or use Proposition 2.2. This determines Υ for torus knots of braid
index 3, since
ΥT3,p(t) = −τ(T3,p)t for t ≤
2
3
and ΥT3,p(t) is linear on [
2
3 , 1].
Example 4.5. Let βn be the 3-braid (a
2
1a
2
2)
n. By Corollary 4.2, we have
Υ˜(t)(βn) = −2tn for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
3
.
The asymptotic signature σ˜2 (βn) is −n; see e.g. [Sto08, Fel15b]. Therefore, we have
that υ˜ is −n by Proposition 4.4. In particular, Υ˜(t)(βn) is not convex as a function
of t, since
Υ˜( 43 )(βn) = Υ˜(
2
3 )(βn) = −2n
2
3
< −n = Υ˜(1)(βn).
As a consequence, the knots Kn obtained as the closure of βn(a1a2), where n is a
positive integer, have non-convex Υ for large enough n. We provide the calculation
that establishes the latter statement without reference to Proposition 4.4, since in
the proof of Proposition 4.4 we use part of this calculation. In fact, we prove that
ΥKn is not convex for n ≥ 6:
We start by observing that there is a genus 1 cobordism between ̂βn(a1a2)]T2,2n+1
and T3,3n+1 or, in other words, g4(Kn]T2,2n+1]m(T3,3n+1)) ≤ 1. For this, we note
that βn(a1a2)a
2n
2 equals (a1a2)
3n+1 as 3-braids. Thus, T3,3n+1 is the closure of
βn(a1a2)a
2n
2 . A genus 1 cobordism from
̂βn(a1a2)]T2,2n+1 to ̂βn(a1a2)a2n2 = T3,3n+1
is indicated in Figure 2.
Therefore, we have∣∣ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1]Kn(t)∣∣ = ∣∣ΥKn]T2,2n+1]m(T3,3n+1)(t)∣∣ ≤ 1− |1− t|
since
∣∣∣ Υ1−|1−t| ∣∣∣ is a lower bound for the slice genus. We rewrite this as
ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1(t)− (1− |1− t|) ≤ ΥKn(t) and(20)
ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1(t) + (1− |1− t|) ≥ ΥKn(t).(21)
Non-convexity follows since at t = 23 ,
4
3 we have
ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1(t) = −2n+
2n
3
=
−6n+ 2n
3
= −4n
3
,
while at t = 1, we find
ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1(t)
(19)
= −2n+ n = −n.
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2n
2n+ 1
Figure 2. The knot ̂βn(a1a2)]T2,2n+1 (top) with 2 spheres (red)
indicating how 2 saddle moves, which correspond to a genus 1
cobordism, yield ̂βn(a1a2)a2n2 = T3,3n+1 (bottom).
Therefore,
ΥKn(
2
3
) = ΥKn(
4
3
)
(21)
≤ −4n
3
+
2
3
< −n− 1
(20)
≤ ΥKn(1)
for all n > 5.
We remark that the above argument can be used to Υ˜(t)(βn) completely. Indeed,
using (20) and (21) together with the definition of Υ˜(t), we have
Υ˜(t)(βn) = Υ˜(t)((a1a2)
3n)− Υ˜(t)(a2n1 ) = ΥT3,3n+1(t)−ΥT2,2n+1(t).
Thus,
Υ˜(t)(βn) =
{ −2tn for t ≤ 23−2n+ tn for 23 ≤ t ≤ 1 .
Proposition 4.4, Corollary 4.2, and Corollary 4.3 might bring one to speculate
that Υ˜(t) =
σ˜etpii
2 holds for more general families of braids or at least for all 3-
strands braids. However, this is false in general as the following example shows:
Example 4.6. Let β be the 3-braid a31a
7
2 and set ω = e
3
4pii. A calculation shows
that |σ˜ω(β)| > 34`(β), which yields | σ˜ω(β)2 | > |Υ˜( 34 )(β)| since |Υ˜( 34 )(β)| ≤ 38`(β)
follows from the fact that |Υ( 34 )| is a lower bound for 34g4. To be explicit: this can,
for example, be established by calculating σω
(
β̂16
)
= −128 and then using∣∣∣σω (β̂16k)∣∣∣ ≥ k ∣∣∣σω (β̂16)∣∣∣−2(k−1) = 128k−2k+2 = 126k+2 > 120k = 3
4
`(βk16),
where the first inequality is a consequence of σω being a quasi-morphism of defect
2 on the braid group on 3 strands. As a consequence, we have∣∣∣∣ σ˜ω(β)2
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣∣ limk→∞ 126k + 232k
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 38`(β) + 632 ≥ ∣∣∣Υ˜( 34 )(β)∣∣∣+ 316 .
We thank Lukas Lewark for sharing his observations concerning σω
(
β̂k
)
.
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4.4. Proof of Proposition 4.4. We now turn to the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Here is a brief outline of the strategy:
Let β be a 3-braid which has a knot K as its closure. In a first step, we will
show that (up to performing a small cobordism) K can be written as a connect sum
of a torus knot and the closure of a positive 3-braid in which all generators occur
with powers of squares and higher. In a second step, we will see that calculating
Υ(1) and σ2 for these special braids can be reduced to calculations for torus knots
of braid index 3 or less. Since for torus knots of braid index 3 or less Υ(1) and σ2
agree (up to some global constant), we will conclude that there is a constant d such
that |ΥK(1)− σ2 (K)| ≤ d for all K that are closures of 3-braids. This in turn will
imply Proposition 4.4 by the definition of the homogenization as given in (15).
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let β be any 3-braid. By the definition of homogenization
for 3-braids, we need to consider βna1a2 for large n. In the entire proof, we fix n
as a positive integer that is a multiple of 6.
We are interested in υ and σ of K = β̂na1a2. The idea of the proof is to rewrite
K (up to performing a cobordism of genus 3) as the connected sum of a torus knot
and a positive 3-braid in which all generators appear in powers of squares or higher.
For the latter, it turns out that there exists small cobordisms to connected sums
of torus knots of braid index 3 or less. This will suffice to conclude that 2υ and σ
agree on K up to a constant that is independent from n and β since the same is
true on torus knots of braid index 3 or less.
We replace βna1a2 by braid (a1a2)
3kα with the same closure, where α is a
positive braid and k is an integer that is maximal among all integers k′ with the
following property: there exists a positive 3-braid α′ such that (a1a2)3k
′
α′ has the
same closure as βna1a2.
Claim 4.7. There is a cobordism of genus 3 or less from K to T]K ′ where T is a
T3,3k+1 torus knot and K
′ is a knot given as the closure of a 3-braid of the form
γ = am11 a
m2
2 a
m3
1 · · · am2l2
with mi ≥ 2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l. In particular, |υ(K)− υ(T]K ′)| ≤ 3.
We delay the proof of this Claim and first apply it. We aim to show that there
is a constant d (independent of K) such that
(22)
∣∣∣∣υ(K)− σ(K)2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ d,
which suffices to prove Proposition 4.4 by the definition of υ˜ and σ˜2 . Indeed, (22)
yields that ∣∣∣∣∣∣ limn→∞
υ
(
β̂na1a2
)
n
− lim
n→∞
σ
(
β̂na1a2
)
2n
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ limn→∞ dn = 0
for all 3-braids β. Equation (22) is established by calculating υ(K) and σ(K)
in terms of k, l, and
∑2l
i=1mi up to a constant that does not depend on K. We
start with calculating υ(K); however, in the course of the calculation it will become
apparent that this only uses the fact that |υ| is a concordance invariant that bounds
the smooth slice genus from below and the values of υ on torus knots of braid index
2 and 3. Since υ and σ2 agree on torus knots of braid index 2 and differ by at most
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2 on torus knots of index 3, the same calculation (replacing υ by σ2 ) will yield the
same formula for σ2 up to a constant that does not depend on K.
We now estimate υ(K ′). By deleting
∑2l
i=1(mi−2) generators in γ and afterwards
adding two generators, we can change γ to the 3-braid βl = a
2
1a
2
2 · · · a21a22a1a2 of
length 4l+ 2. In other words, there is a cobordism of genus
2+
∑2l
i=1(mi−2)
2 from K
′
to Kl = β̂l. Combining this with (20) from Example 4.5, we find
(23) υ(K ′) ≥ −2 +
∑2l
i=1(mi − 2)
2
− l − 1 = −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l − 2.
For an upper bound on υ(K ′), we use the following claim, which we prove at the
end of this section.
Claim 4.8. Let ε, εi ∈ {0, 1} be such that ε +
∑l
i=1m2i−1 is odd and mi + εi is
odd for all i ∈ {2, 4, 6, · · · , 2l}. There exists a cobordism from K ′ to the knot
K ′′ = T2,m1+m3+···+m2l−1+ε]T2,m2+ε2]T2,m4+ε4] · · · ]T2,m2l+ε2l
of genus
ε+(
∑2l
i=1 ε2i)+l−1
2 . In particular,
υ(K ′) ≤ υ(K ′′) + ε+ (
∑l
i=1 ε2i) + l − 1
2
= −g(K ′′) + (ε+
∑l
i=1 ε2i) + l − 1
2
= −m1 +m3 + · · ·+m2l−1 + ε− 1 +
∑l
i=1(m2i + ε2i − 1)
2
+
ε+ (
∑l
i=1 ε2i) + l − 1
2
= −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l.
Using Claim 4.7, (23), and Claim 4.8, we calculate that
(24) − 2k −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l − 6 ≤ υ(K) ≤ −2k −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l + 3.
Indeed, we have
υ(K) ≥ −3 + υ(T]K ′)
≥ −3 + υ(T3,3k+1) + υ(K ′)
≥ −3− 2k − 1−
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l − 2
= −2k −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l − 6,
where in the first line we used Claim 4.7 and in the second to last line we used (23)
and (19). Using Claim 4.8 instead of (23), a similar calculation establishes the
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second inequality of (24):
υ(K) ≤ 3 + υ(T]K ′)
≤ 3 + υ(T3,3k+1) + υ(K ′)
≤ 3− 2k −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l
= −2k −
∑2l
i=1mi
2
+ l + 3.
Finally, we note that all the calculations we did above also work for σ2 instead
of υ up to a change of constants. This follows from the fact that on torus knots
of braid index 3 or less the values of σ2 differ by at most 2 from υ; compare (19)
and [Mur74, Proposition 9.1]. In other words, (24) also holds for σ2 instead of υ up
to a change of the constants. This yields that∣∣∣∣υ(K)− σ(K)2
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣υ
(
β̂na1a2
)
−
σ
(
β̂na1a2
)
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
is bounded by a constant d that is independent of β and n.
It remains to prove Claims 4.7 and 4.8.
Proof of Claim 4.7. Recall that we have k maximal such that βna1a2 has the same
closure as (a1a2)
3kα for some positive 3-braid α. Note that the closure of α is a
knot since the closure of (a1a2)
3kα is. Up to conjugation (which does not change
the closure of (a1a2)
3kα), we can choose α = am11 a
m2
2 a
m3
1 · · · am2l2 for some positive
integer l and positive integers mi. We choose l minimal. So, for example, α =
a1a2a1a2 is not considered since it is isotopic to a1a1a2a1, which is conjugate to
a1a1a1a2.
With the exception of the case α = a1a2, which implies β
na1a2 has the same
closure as (a1a2)
3k+1, we show that mi ≥ 2 for all but one i ∈ {1, · · · , 2l}. If l = 1,
α = a1a2 is the above mentioned exception. So it remains to consider the case where
l ≥ 2. Assume towards a contradiction that there exist i, j such that mi = mj = 1.
We first establish that mi = mi+1 = 1 or m1 = m2l = 1 is impossible. Indeed, if
this were true, we would have m2 = m3 = 1 or m1 = m2 = 1 up to conjugation.
We discuss the case m2 = m3 = 1 since the case m1 = m2 = 1 is similar (in fact,
the latter reduces to the former by exchanging a1 and a2 in (a1a2)
3kα, which does
not change the closure of (a1a2)
3kα). Since m2 = m3 = 1, we have
α = am11 a2a1a
m4
2 · · · = am1+m41 a2a1 · · · ,
which implies that l was not minimal. Therefore, we have |i − j| > 1 and {i, j} 6=
{1, 2l}. This yields that up to cyclic permutation, α equals
∆α′∆α′′ = ∆∆α′α′′,
where α′ and α′′ are positive 3-braids, α′ denotes the braid obtained from α′ by
switching a1 with a2, and ∆ denotes the half-twist a1a2a1 = a2a1a2. This contra-
dicts the maximality of k since ∆∆ = (a1a2)
3.
Deleting at most one generator in α, we find a positive 3-braid that up to con-
jugation equals
α˜ = a
m′1
1 a
m′2
2 a
m′3
1 · · · a
m′
2l′
2 ,
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where m′i ≥ 2 for all i. By adding at most one generator, we may assume that the
closure of α˜ is a knot.
In conclusion we have that by adding or deleting at most two generators in
(a1a2)
3kα, we may assume that all mi ≥ 2. Therefore, there exists a genus 1
cobordism from βna1a2 to (a1a2)
3kγ where γ = am11 a
m2
2 a
m3
1 · · · am2l2 with mi ≥ 2.
Furthermore, there is a genus 2 cobordism from ̂(a1a2)3kγ to ̂(a1a2)3k+1]γ̂. Indeed,
two saddle moves turn ̂(a1a2)3kγ into ̂(a1a2)3k]γ̂ and adding two generators to
̂(a1a2)3k]γ̂ yields ̂(a1a2)3k+1]γ̂. Combining the two cobordisms, we have a genus 3
cobordism between K = β̂na1a2 and ̂(a1a2)3k+1]γ̂. 
Proof of Claim 4.8. We first observe that by performing l−1 saddle moves the knot
K ′ can be turned into the link
(25) T2,m1+m3+···+m2l−1]T2,m2]T2,m4] · · · ]T2,m2l .
This is illustrated in Figure 3; compare also [Fel15b, Proof of Proposition 5]. Next
Figure 3. Top: The knot K ′ with l−1 spheres (red) that indicate
where the saddle moves happen. Bottom: A connected sum of
braid index 2 torus links resulting from l−1 saddle moves. Splitting
spheres (blue) are indicated.
we study the summands of (25). Whenever m2i is even, a saddle move turns T2,m2i
into T2,m2i+ε2i . Similarly, if m1 +m3 + · · ·+m2l−1 is even, then one saddle move
turns T2,m1+m3+···+m2l−1 into T2,m1+m3+···+m2l−1+ε. Combined we have that
K ′′ = T2,m1+m3+···+m2l−1+1]T2,m2+ε2]T2,m4+ε4] · · · ]T2,m2l+ε2l
is obtained from K ′ by ε+ (
∑l
i=1 ε2i) + l − 1 saddle moves. In particular, there is
a cobordism of genus
ε+(
∑l
i=1 ε2i)+l−1
2 between K
′ and K ′′. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
5. Questions
Question 5.1. Does
Υt(K) = −tτ(K) for t ≤ 2
n
hold for all knots K of braid index n or less?
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Note that, if Question 5.1 can be answered in the positive, then Υ bounds not
only the braid index, but the ‘concordance braid index’ of K—the minimal braid
index of any knot concordant to K. In particular, the quasi-positivity assumption
on K in Corollary 1.2 could be dropped. We now formulate a concordance version
of the generalized Jones conjecture, which, if true, also implies that the quasi-
positivity assumption on K in Corollary 1.2 could be dropped:
Question 5.2. For every concordance class C in C, let B(C) denote the minimal
braid index among all the knots in C. Given an n-braid β and a B(C)-braid β′
both of which have closure in the concordance class C, does
|`(β)− `(β′)| ≤ n−B(C)
hold for all choices of C, n, β, and β′?
Proposition 3.7 (in combination with Lemma 3.4) provides a way to detect the
braid index of quasi-positive braid closures.
Question 5.3. Are there examples of quasi-positive knots L where this detects
the braid index, not coming from Theorem 1.1 (i.e. when L does not ‘contain a
full-twist’)?
We invoked the generalized Jones conjecture to be able to use Proposition 3.7 to
detect braid index. If the following question has a positive answer, then (at least
for quasi-positive knots) this can be bypassed.
Question 5.4. Can the braid index of a quasi-positive knot always be realized as
a quasi-positive braid?
It is worth noting that the analog of Question 5.4 for closures of positive braids
was answered in the negative by Stoimenow: there are examples of positive braid
knots that have braid index strictly less than the minimal number of strands needed
to represent them as positive braids [Sto02, Example 7].
Remark 5.5. Question 5.4 has been answered in the positive by Hayden in [Hay16]
using braid foliation results from LaFountain and Menasco’s proof of the General-
ized Jones Conjecture given in [LM14].
Question 5.6. Is it true that υ˜ = σ˜2 for all braids?
For 3-braids, Proposition 4.4 answers Question 5.6 in the positive. By Re-
mark 4.1 and the fact that σ2 is a quasi-morphism with defect
n−1
2 , a positive
answer to Question 5.6 would yield that
|υ − σ
2
|≤n− 1
for the closure of an n-braid, which again might be used to detect braid index.
Ozsva´th, Stipsicz, and Szabo´ showed that |υ(K) − σ2 (K)| is a lower bound for
the smooth four-dimensional crosscap number of a knot K—the minimal first
Betti number of (possibly non-oriented) smooth surfaces in B4 with boundary
K ⊂ S3 [OSS15, Theorem 1.2]. If Question 5.6 has a positive answer, then the
lower bound for the smooth four-dimensional crosscap number given by |υ− σ2 | can
never exceed the braid index minus 1.
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